
The BBC Trust must ask the Director General to reconsider his proposal
to close 6 Music. 

Instead, the BBC should implement the Trust's recommendations for
improving the station, made in February 2010 

6 Music serves a clearly identifiable but non-mass audience
– The BBC Trust's report of February 2010 identified 6 Music's audience as, “music

‘fans’; people who are really interested in and ‘serious’ about music and do not want to
listen just to mainstream music, but other new, indie or alternative music.” 

– The BBC's proposal to close 6 Music ignores the Trust's findings, and rests on an
incorrect identification of the station's audience, crudely based on its average age

– It is plainly wrong to suggest that 6 Music competes head-on for a commercially
valuable audience.

6 Music's plays a selection of music that cannot be found anywhere else
– No other station offers 6 Music's variety of music, latitude to its presenters in what they

play, or use of the BBC's extensive archive of live music performances
– No commercial providers currently provide this non-mainstream mix of music, which

appeals to an audience that is not large enough to be commercially profitable, but is
large enough to be identifiable group that should be catered for 

– The BBC's strategic review does not explain how it will continue to cater for this group
without 6 Music; its plans for using Radio 2 to this end are under-developed.

6 Music's distinctiveness should be enhanced
– Far from closing 6 Music, the BBC Trust's report recommends extending the station's

appeal to the 6 Music audience, and ensuring that all presenters are highly credible
experts in music.

6 Music represents good value for money
– 6 Music costs a similar amount per listener to Radios 4 and 5 Live, and less than half

the cost of Radio 3
– 6 Music has grown its audience share constantly since it was opened, and should be

given the chance to continue to do this – as it does so, it will represent ever-greater
value for money.

6 Music's closure would have a negative impact on the music industry
– It would remove a valuable avenue of exposure for lesser-known and emerging bands

and artists
– Small venues, record labels and support services (PR, management etc.) would also

be adversely affected
– The BBC's strategic review offers no assessment of these impacts.
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